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Abstract
By considering Ne-electrons and Nh-holes together in uniform external magnetic and
electric fields, we end up with a total Hall conductivity σtotH , which is depending to the
difference between Ne and Nh and becomes null when Ne = Nh. Dealing with the same
system but requiring that the coordinates of plane are noncommuting, we obtain a new
Hall conductivity σ
(tot,nc)
H . In the limit Ne = Nh, we find that σ
(tot,nc)
H is only noncom-
mutativity parameters θi-dependent, which means that theoretically it is possible to have
Hall effect without B. Moreover, at the critical points θe = l
2 and θh = −l2, we find
that σ
(tot,nc)
H becomes two times the usual Hall conductivity for an noninteracting mixing
system.
∗E-mail: jellal@gursey.gov.tr
1 Introduction
Two-dimensional (2D) systems of particles under strong magnetic fields exhibiting some beau-
tiful and exciting phenomena like fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) [1, 2]. As example
of system where FQHE can be appeared, one can mention GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure [3]
and GaAs-Al0.3Ga0.7 [4]. As consequence, one may can think to consider a mixing system of
electrons and holes moving together in the plane. As shown in [4], such kind of system exists
actually in nature and it is just a doped semiconductor either with electrons or holes.
On the other hand, experimentally a combined system of 2D electron gas (2DEG) and 2D
hole gas (2DHG) can also be formed by InAs/AlSb/GaSb [5]. In fact, when GaSb and InAs are
brought together, negative charge is transferred from GaSb into InAs, creating holes and elec-
trons, respectively, at the interface of those layers and AlSb is used as a barrier. Theoretically,
many studies have been carried on a system formed by separate 2DEG and 2DHG [6, 7, 8, 9].
Because it offers the possibility of forming a gas of excitons aligned along the two parallel
planes [5].
Recently with Dayi, we proposed [10] an approach based on noncommutative geometry
tools [11] to describe FQHE of a system of electrons. In fact, the corresponding filling factor is
found to be
νDJ =
π
2
ρ(l2 − θ) (1)
and it is identified to the observed fractional values f = 1/3, 2/3, 1/5, · · ·. Also this approach
allowed us to make a link with composite fermion theory [12, 13] of FQHE by setting an effective
magnetic field
BDJ =
B
1− θl2 (2)
similar to that felt by composite fermions.
Motived by the above results, we would like to consider an noninteracting system of electrons
and holes living on the plane and in the presence of uniform magnetic field and electric field.
Calculating the total Hall conductivity σtotH , we find that this latter vanishes when the number
of electrons Ne coincides with the number of holes Nh. However, another results can be found
when we consider the present system on noncommutative plane. Indeed, after deriving the
corresponding total Hall conductivity σ
(tot,nc)
H , we show that in the limit Ne = Nh, this quantity
is noncommutativity parameters θi-dependent and B-independent. On the contrary, it does not
vanish as noticed in the standard case. Moreover, we present other discussions and we show
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that (1) can be recovered from the present study. Taking into account of the critical points
θe = l
2 and θh = −l2, we find that σ(tot,nc)H becomes B-dependent.
In section 2, we give the energy spectrum and the eigenstates of a Hamiltonian describing
noninteracting electron-hole living on plane and in the presence of magnetic and electric fields.
By using the standard definition we determine the corresponding total current operator leading
to a total Hall conductivity. In section 3, we deal with the same problem but in noncommutative
plane and we calculate its total Hall conductivity. We discuss and comment the obtained results
in section 4 and we consider the critical points of the noncommutative analysis in section 5.
2 Hall conductivity on plane
We would like to study a mixing system, which may can be the interface between two layers of
2DEG and 2DHG or a doped semiconductor. In doing on, let us start by considering a system
of an electron and a hole living together on the plane (x, y) and in the presence of an uniform
external ~B and ~E fields. Without interaction, this system is described by the Hamiltonian
Htot = He +Hh (3)
as sum of two independent Hamiltonian’s corresponding to an electron He and a hole Hh,
respectively
He = 1
2me
(~pe +
e
c
~Ae)
2 + eExe
Hh = 1
2mh
(~ph − ec ~Ah)2 − eExh
(4)
where (~pi, ~xi) are electron and hole phase spaces, i = e, h denotes electron and hole. In the
symmetric gauges
~Ae =
B
2
(−ye, xe)
~Ah =
B
2
(−yh, xh)
(5)
(3) takes the form
Htot = 1
2me
[(
pxe − eB2c ye
)2
+
(
pye +
eB
2c
xe
)2]
+ eExe
+ 1
2mh
[(
pxh +
eB
2c
yh
)2
+
(
pyh − eB2c xh
)2]− eExh.
(6)
From the last equation, one may can notice that the sign of charge of the carrier (e, h) is
important and will play a crucial role in the next. This point will be clear when we will derive
the Hall current and then the Hall conductivity.
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The Hamiltonian Htot can be diagonalised simply by considering the following operators
corresponding to electron [10]
b†e = −2ipz¯e + eB2c ze + λe
be = 2ipze +
eB
2c
z¯e + λe
de = 2ipze − eB2c z¯e
d†e = −2ipz¯e − eB2c ze
(7)
and another set related to hole
b†h = −2ipz¯h − eB2c zh + λh
bh = 2ipzh +
eB
2c
z¯h + λh
dh = 2ipzh +
eB
2c
z¯h
d†h = −2ipz¯h + eB2c zh.
(8)
The λi’s are fixed to be
λe =
mecE
B
λh =
mhcE
B
.
(9)
These sets satisfy the commutation relations
[bi, b
†
i ] = ±2mi~ωi
[d†i , di] = ±2mi~ωi
(10)
and other commutators vanish, where plus refers to electron and minus to hole. The cyclotron
frequencies are given by
ωi =
eB
mic
. (11)
Actually, Htot can be expressed in terms of the above operators as follows
Htot = 1
4me
(b†ebe + beb
†
e)− λe2me (d†e + de)−
λ2e
2me
+ 1
4mh
(b†hbh + bhb
†
h)− λh2mh (d
†
h + dh)− λ
2
h
2mh
.
(12)
From the eigenvalue equation
Htot|Ψtot >= Etot|Ψtot > (13)
we can obtain the energy spectrum and eigenstates
Ψtot(ne,nh,αe,αh) = Φne ⊗ Φnh ⊗ φαe ⊗ φαh ≡ |ne, nh, αe, αh >
Etot(ne,nh,αe,αh) =
~ωe
2
(2ne + 1) +
~ωh
2
(2nh + 1)− ~λeme αe −
λ2e
2me
− ~λh
mh
αh − λ
2
h
2mh
(14)
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where
Φni =
1√
(2mi~ωi)nini!
(b†i )
ni |0 >
φαi = e
i(αiyi+
miωi
2~
xiyi).
(15)
ne, nh = 0, 1, 2 · · · and αe, αh ∈ R. ⊗ denotes the direct product.
At this stage, we would like to determine the corresponding total Hall conductivity σtotH in
order to have some informations about the behaviour of the mixing system. To derive this
physical quantity, one can use directly the definition of the related total current operator ~J tot,
such as
~J tot = ~Je + ~Jh (16)
where ~Je and ~Jh are defined to be
~Je = −eρeme (~pe + ec ~Ae)
~Jh =
eρh
mh
(~ph − ec ~Ah)
(17)
and ρe and ρh are, respectively, electron and hole densities. Let us emphasis here that the sign
of charge of different particles is taken account. Moreover, the expectation value of ~J tot can be
calculated with respect to the eigenstates |ne, nh, αe, αh > (14). Therefore, we obtain
< J totx >= 0
< J toty >=
ec
B
(
ρe − ρh
)
E.
(18)
The second equation determines the so-called Hall conductivity and then leads us to have a
total σtotH as
σtotH =
ec
B
(
ρe − ρh
)
(19)
which is actually sum of two contributions coming from electrons and holes, respectively
σeH =
ecρe
B
σhH = −ecρhB .
(20)
At this level, let us notice two remarks. First, one may can see that once we have ρh = ρe, σ
tot
H
becomes null. Then in this case the mixing system is behaving like an insulator. Second, if
one drops σtotH as function of the magnetic field B, we end up with straight line. However, the
experiment observation claimed that at strong B, we have plateaus. Consequently, when the
straight line meets the plateaus, it is equivalent to have
ec
B
(
ρe − ρh
)
= νtot
e2
h
(21)
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where νtot is the total filling factor, which is characterising quantum Hall effect. This equation
leads us to have
νtot =
Ne −Nh
NΦB
(22)
it is nothing but the definition of νtot, i.e. the ratio between number of particles ensuring the
conductivity and number of quantum flux NΦB =
ΦB
Φ0
, where Φ0 = hc/e is unit of flux.
3 Hall conductivity on noncommutative plane
The results derived in the last section can be generalised in terms of noncommutative geome-
try [11] and lead us to have more informations, especially for total Hall conductivity. To clarify
these points, let us start by demanding that the coordinates of the plane are noncommuting,
which means that the spacial commutator is now broken such that
[xi, xj ] = iθij (23)
where θij = ǫijθ is the noncommutativity parameter and ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = 1. Basically, we are
forced in this case to replace fg(x) = f(x)g(x) by the relation
f(x) ⋆ g(x) = exp[
i
2
θij∂xi∂yj ]f(x)g(y)|x=y (24)
where f and g are two arbitrary functions, supposed to be infinitely differentiable. As conse-
quence, now we are going to deal with quantum mechanics by considering the following algebra
[xi, xj] = iθij
[pi, xj ] = −iδij
[pi, pj] = 0.
(25)
At this level, one may can use the above receipt to deform the electron’s and hole’s phase
space independently [14]. Thus, instead of using (23), we consider two different relations,
namely one with respect to electrons
[xe, ye] = iθe (26)
and another one related to holes
[xh, yh] = iθh (27)
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where θi’s are real parameter, and the usual canonical quantization similar to the two last
equations given in (25).
Actually, we can write down the noncommutative version of the Hamiltonian (3). In doing
on, let us notice Htot acts on an arbitrary function Ψ(~r, t) as
Htot ⋆Ψ(~r, t) = H(tot,nc)Ψ(~r, t) (28)
which implies that H(tot,nc) is
H(tot,nc) = 1
2me
[(
γepxe − eB2c ye
)2
+
(
γepye +
eB
2c
xe
)2]
+ eE(xe − θe2~pye)
+ 1
2mh
[(
γhpxh +
eB
2c
yh
)2
+
(
γhpyh − eB2c xh
)2]− eE(xh − θh2~pyh)
(29)
where the γi’s are defined to be
γe = 1− θel−2
γh = 1 + θhl
−2
(30)
and l = 2l0, l0 =
√
~c
eB
is the magnetic length. Note in passing that (29) is also a sum of two
noncommutative parts of He and Hh:
H(tot,nc) = Hnce +H
nc
h . (31)
Now, one can process as before to diagonalise the noncommutative Hamiltonian H(tot,nc).
For that, let us define the following operators for electron
b˜†e = −2iγepz¯e + eB2c ze + λe−
b˜e = 2iγepze +
eB
2c
z¯e + λe−
(32)
and
d˜e = 2iγepze − eB2c z¯e
d˜†e = −2iγepz¯e − eB2c ze.
(33)
Also in similar way one can define another set of operators for hole
b˜†h = −2iγhpz¯h − eB2c zh + λh−
b˜h = 2iγhpzh − eB2c z¯h + λh−
(34)
and
d˜h = 2iγhpzh +
eB
2c
z¯h
d˜†h = −2iγhpz¯h + eB2c zh.
(35)
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The sets of operators (b˜i, b˜
†
i) and (d˜i, d˜
†
i) commute with each other. Moreover, they verify the
commutation relations
[b˜i, b˜
†
i ] = ±2mi~ω˜i
[d˜†i , d˜i] = ±2mi~ω˜i
(36)
where the ω˜i’s and the λ±i’s are given by
ω˜e = γeωe
ω˜h = γhωh
λe± = λe ± emeEθe4γe~
λh± = λh ∓ emhEθh4γh~ .
(37)
To make these equations holding and for further analysis, we assume that the conditions θe 6= l2
and θh 6= −l2 are satisfied. We will come back to this assumption in the last section and discuss
its consequence. In terms of the above creation and annihilation operators, the Hamiltonian
H(tot,nc) takes the form
H(tot,nc) = 1
4me
(b˜†eb˜e + b˜eb˜
†
e)− λe+2me (d˜†e + d˜e)−
λ2e−
2me
+ 1
4mh
(b˜†hb˜h + b˜hb˜
†
h)− λh+2mh (d˜
†
h + d˜h)−
λ2
h−
2mh
.
(38)
As before, we can solve the eigenvalue equation
H(tot,nc)|Ψ(tot,nc) >= E(tot,nc)|Ψ(tot,nc) > (39)
to get the eigenstates:
Ψ
(tot,nc)
(ne,nh,αe,αh,θe,θh)
= Ψnc(ne,αe,θe) ⊗Ψnc(nh,αh,θh) ≡ |ne, nh, αe, αh, θe, θh > (40)
where
Ψnc(ni,αi,θi) =
1√
(2mi~ω˜i)ni
ei(αiyi+
meω˜i
2~
xiyi)(b˜†i )
ni|0 > (41)
and the corresponding eigenvalues:
E
(tot,nc)
(ne,nh,αe,αh,θe,θh)
= Enc(ne,αe,θe) + E
nc
(nh,αh,θh)
(42)
where
Enc(ne,αe,θe) =
~ω˜e
2
(2ne + 1)− ~γeλe+me αe − me2 λ2e−
Enc(nh,αh,θh) =
~ω˜h
2
(2nh + 1)− ~γhλh+mh αh −
mh
2
λ2h−
(43)
with ni = 0, 1, 2... and αi ∈ R.
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Here one may can ask about the corresponding conductivity to see the difference with the
commutative case. Actually this quantity resulting from the Hamiltonian H(tot,nc) is determined
by defining the total current operator ~J (tot,nc) on noncommutative plane as
~J (tot,nc) = −eρeγe
me
(γe~pe +
e
c
~Ae + ~ae) +
eρhγh
mh
(γh~ph − e
c
~Ah + ~ah) (44)
where the ~ai vectors are
~ae = (0,−meeEθe2~γe )
~ah = (0,
mheEθh
2~γh
).
(45)
Its expectation value are calculated with respect to the eigenstates |ne, nh, αe, αh, θe, θh > (40)
and it found to be
< J
(tot,nc)
x >= 0
< J
(tot,nc)
y >=
ec
B
(
ρeγe − ρhγh
)
E.
(46)
Therefore, the total Hall conductivity on noncommutative plane of electrons and holes, denoted
by σ
(tot,nc)
H , is
σ
(tot,nc)
H =
ec
B
(
ρeγe − ρhγh
)
. (47)
To close this section, let us notice that the commutative analysis is recovered if the non-
commutativity parameters θi are switched off.
4 Discussions
In this section, we would like to comment the obtained result (47) and then discuss its conse-
quence by considering some special cases either related to different densities or noncommuta-
tivity parameters. Indeed, let us distinguish some relevant cases:
First: (47) can be written as follows
σ
(tot,nc)
H = σ
tot
H +
π
2
(
θhρh − θeρe
)e2
h
. (48)
Then, the second term can be interpreted as a quantum correction to standard Hall effect,
which is noncommutativity parameters dependent. It is obvious to see that
σ
(tot,nc)
H |θe=θh=0 = σtotH (49)
once we have θe = θh = 0.
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Second : Let us make contact with quantum Hall effect by defining the corresponding total
effective filling factor
νtoteff =
π
2
l2
(
ρeγe − ρhγh
)
(50)
which implies that
σ
(tot,nc)
H = ν
tot
eff
e2
h
. (51)
It is similar to the ordinary relation for Hall conductivity σtotH = ν
tot e2
h
. Then, one may can
interpret (47) as a result of QHE by setting an effective density and magnetic field, such that
their ratio is
ρeff
Beff
= ρe
γe
B
− ρhγh
B
(52)
and leading to
σ
(tot,nc)
H =
ecρeff
Beff
= νtoteff
e2
h
(53)
Third : One can see easily that (47) vanishes when the relation is satisfied
γe
γh
=
ρh
ρe
(54)
which is independent to the relationship between different densities. It is on the contrary with
the standard case where the total Hall conductivity is found to be zero whether Ne = Nh.
Fourth : If we assume that
ρeγe = βρhγh (55)
for any β, then (47) gives us
σ
(tot,nc)
H = (β − 1)
ec
B
ρhγh. (56)
It is (β−1) times of what we obtained [10] for one system and coincides with our former results
when β = 2.
Fifth : If we demand that the numbers of electrons and holes are the same, namely ρh = ρe = ρ,
then (47) becomes
σ
(tot,nc)
H |ρh=ρe=ρ = −
πρ
2
(θe + θh)
e2
h
(57)
and therefore
νtoteff |ρh=ρe=ρ = −
πρ
2
(θe + θh). (58)
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As consequence, if θe = θh = θ, we find
σ
(tot,nc)
H |θe=θh=θρh=ρe=ρ = −πρθ
e2
h
(59)
and obviously (57) becomes zero when θe = −θh. These results are completely different from
standard case where σtotH is found to be null at the present limit (ρe = ρh = ρ). These equations
tell us about the possibility to have theoretically Hall effect without magnetic field just by
controlling the noncommutativity parameter θ for fixed densities. As consequence, one may
can ask about the experiment realisation of such kind of result, otherwise is it possible to
prove (57,59) experimentally?
5 Critical points
Another result can be obtained by taking into account of critical points. In fact, following
the above analysis we have to consider two different critical values of θi, namely θe = l
2 and
θh = −l2. Then, let us see what is the consequence of these particular values of θi on the above
results of the noncommutative study.
(i) θe = l
2: The relation (26) reads as
[xie, x
j
e] = il
2δij. (60)
In this case the whole Hamiltonian becomes
H(tot,nc)|θe=l2 =
mω2e
4
(
x2e + y
2
e
)
+
2Ec
B
(eB
2c
xe − pye
)
+Hnch . (61)
Using the same techniques as before, we find that (47) now reads as
σ
(tot,nc)
H |θe=l2 =
2ecρe
B
− ecρh
B
γh, (62)
which is θh-dependent. Here also one may can report the above discussion as concerning non-
commutativity parameter.
(ii) θh = −l2: A similar result as before can be found just by switching the indices’s. Indeed,
now the deformed hole space is characterised by
[xih, x
j
h] = −il2δij (63)
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instead of (27). Then, the corresponding Hall conductivity is
σ
(tot,nc)
H |θh=−l2 =
ecρe
B
γe − 2ecρh
B
(64)
which is now θe-dependent.
(iii) θe = l
2 = −θh: (28) reduces to the following one
H(tot,nc)|θe=l2=−θe = mω
2
e
4
(
x2e + y
2
e
)
+ 2Ec
B
(
eB
2c
xe − pye
)
+
mω2
h
4
(
x2h + y
2
h
)
− 2Ec
B
(
eB
2c
xh − pyh
)
.
(65)
Therefore, we end up with
σ
(tot,nc)
H |θe=l2=−θh = 2
ec
B
(
ρe − ρh
)
. (66)
Note that the obtained relation is actually two times the standard result σtotH and becomes zero
once we have Ne = Nh.
6 Conclusion
By considering a system of the electrons and holes living together on noncommutative plane
and in the presence of magnetic and electric fields, we ended up with the corresponding total
Hall conductivity. This latter has some particularities in sense that it is noncommutativity
parameters dependent and showed some other behaviour than the usual one. In fact, on the
contrary to standard case, it does not vanish whether we have Ne = Nh and then became
magnetic field independent. Therefore, this result suggested the possibility to have Hall effect
without magnetic field. Moreover, by taking into account of different critical points, we got the
usual Hall conductivity for a mixing system times a factor two.
One may can ask about the possibility to deal with an interacting system of electrons and
holes in the framework of noncommutative geometry. This problem and related questions will
be considered in the feature.
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